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PHOTOPRODUCTION OF NEUTRAL PIONS 
AS A FUNCTION OF MASS NUMBER 

John D. Anderson, Lester K. Goodwin, and Robert W. Kenney 

Lawrence ~adlation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

November 4, 1960 

ABSTRACT 

The relati_ve yield of neutral photopions from various elements ha~ be:en 

determined as a ·function of the quantum limit energy of the Berkeley synchrotron~ 

Shigle de~ay p~otons from neutral pions were obs~·rved at 45, 90,_ and 135 deg to 

t~e incide~t bremsstrahlung in the laboratory syetem.· Mean free paths for neutral 

pions in nuclear matter have been obtained, an optical model prediction of the 

photopion yields ,based upon pion-nucleus scattering data has been confirmed, and 

the presence of coherent pion pDoductlon :tn the -forward direction has been detected. 
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PHo"TOPRODUCTION OF NEUTRAL PIONS• 
.AS A FUNCTION OF MASS. NUMBER 

UCR.L-9465 

John D. Anderson, Lester K. Goodwin, and Robert W. Kerine!Y 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

, Berkeley, California 

November 4, 1960 

I. .INTRODUCTION 

The existence of_ a ne~tral pion was first inferred by Bjorklund, Crandall, 

Moyer, a_nd York from observations of high-energy gamma rays coming from targets 
. . 1 

bombarded by 340-Mev protons. 

Panofsky ~· were the first to study the photoproduction ofneutral pions 

. from complex nuclei in the region within 100 Me~ of threshold; they observed energy 

and ~~gular distributions and found that the meson yield was proportional to nuclear 
z . . . . . . 

area. Many investigators have studied both neutral- and charged-pton production 

' from complex nuclei and have quite generally c<>nfirmed and also extended the early . . . 

resultS of Panofsky!!..!!: 3 Most recently, Davidson has measured neutral-photo-

pion angular distributions for a number of ele~ents, discussedcoherent production, 
. . . 0 4 . . 
and placed a lower litnlt on t.he tr lifetime. Leiss and Schrack have studied the 

problem of coh~rent 1r
0 production and its dependence upon nuclear size. 5 

The relation between yield and nuclear area has been discussed in tertps of 
. . . . .. 6 

an optical model by Brueckner, Serber and Watson. The nucle~s is regarded as 

a sphere possessing a refractive index and an attenuation constant, the latter being 

expre.ssed in terms of- ~. the mean free path for absorption of pions in nuclear 
f 
matter. 

. . ·. . z~ 

A mean free pat& of one to two times r 0 is inferred from the A dependence 

of the 85-Mev. w0 produCtion established by Panofsky, Steinberger, and Steller. 

i . . . 
This work was done under the auspices of the U.S, Atomic Energy Commission. 
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. 7 . ·-
On the other hand, Hales and Moyer were able to infer a mean free path of 10r0 

for the absorption of 40·Mev neutral pions pr<?duced by proton bombardment of 

complex nuclei. These reaulta indicate a strong dependence of the mean free path 
-"j;.. 

upon energy for the case of neutral pions in nuclear matter. However, in deriving 

mean free paths from the copius data· on production of pi~ns by protons on complex 
8 . . . 

nuclei, . one must take into account the mean freer.path of protons in nuclear matter 
. . . 9. . . . . . 

as well as Coulomb effects, all of which make interpretation difficult. 
. . 10 . . 

The value of ~ measured by Tenney and Tinlot from scattering of charged 

pions on compl~ nuclei has a,.J9"trong energy dependence varying from 1 Zr 0 to 3r 0 

for pion energies between ZO and 70 Mev, where the nuclear radius R is given by 

R = r 0A Z/3 : This energy. dependence, as analyzed by Stork·, 11 was found to be the 
· · ~ · . lZ 

same as in the~roductlon of 11' mesons in complex nuclei by incident protons. 
+ . 13 . . ' ' 14 1/3 

In 11' photoproduction, Mozley and Llttauer and Walker found a Z/A · 

·dependence for the total pion·yield at pion energies in excess of 65 Mev, which leads .a:-~~·d. 

aga~n to a emall value ,of A· for charged pions· at pion energies above 50 Mev. 

•• 

Butler' ha_s pointed out alternatively that ,the ~iA l/3 depe~dence of the charged 

ph·otopion cross s~ction for all values of A ·could b.e explained on the basis of p~ef

erenttal surface production of pions. 15 Thi~ effect' arises from a mechanism postu-
. ' ' 

lated by Wilson, in which a photopion p~oduced. within the nuclear volume is imme-

diately reabsorbed by ita parent nucleon and another nucleon with which the parent is 
. .·. . . 16 [ 8 . 

interacting at the moment. . The results of Imhof for charged piont ..are in suffi-

ciently good agreement wit~. optical-model predictions that it appears unnecessary 

to invoke the surface•productlon model. 

In our work, the ·produ_ction of neutral photopions was studied as a Junction 

of mass number and o£ the photon energy at three laboratory angles ln·order to in

vestigate the w
0 mean free path in the nucleus for photon energies near threshold, 

to observe the coherent production in the forward direction, and to teet the validity 
~ 17 

of a result of Francis and Watson. These latter. authors have applied the optical 

model to the pion-complex-nucleus system and have shown that the Z dependence of 

photoproductlon is the same as that for pion scattering from complex nuclei. 
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Thh work be-ars out .. the strong energy dependence of pion mean free paths 
. . . •' . . •· . z . 7 . 

·. inferred from the wo.rk of Panofeky and of Hale.s and Moyer. It indicates the 
Lf ;L> 

presence ~f coherent production of neutral pions:··and reaaon~bly well confirm'S the 
. . 17 
result of Francis a11d Watson~ 

Il .. METHOD 
t 

Experimental lniormati_on about interaction ·cr.oss sections of neutral pions 

with~nuclel must be inf-erred from pl'oduction experiments ·because of the short ,.? 
0 ... 

mean life. .Fro~ the various methods of observing 'D' production, the ·counting of 

:~ single. decay photons was cho~en because the relatively high counting rates to which 
. . . . . . . ·. . .. 18 

the method giv"'e rise make it especially convenient for measuring ratios of yields. 

'fhe .340:..Mev bremsstrahlung beam from the Berkeley synchrotron was incident 

upon ta:;.g-ets of va:rious elements, and a counter telescope was used to detect single 

decay photons at laboratory anglett of 45, 90, or 135 deg. The apparatus is shown 

in Fig. 1. 

.At intermediate pion energies (T '; 70 Mev), the decay photons preserve . v . ~ . 
. . . ' ' 

the direction of the parent pion closely, so that at intermediate energies one measures 

relative values of de7/d0 when observing relative yields of single decay photons. 

E-ven at T = Z5 Mev, the photon flux per uni~ solid angle at 45 deg to the ,o 
. ,.. . 

direction in the laboratory system is one third its value at 0 deg. 

An upper lim~t was placed upon the e11ergy of the obserYed pions by selecting 

a different maximum photon energy of the synchrotron for successive runs. The 

relation between pion eneraies and the bremsstrahlung quantum-limit energy is 

discussed below. 
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m. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

The counter telescope (Fig. 1) consisted· of three plastic scintillator• 1uid a 
. . v . . . . . . -

luc:lte Ceretlkov radiator viewed by RCA 6810 pbotomulltpllers. The fl£st and third 

sdntlllatora measured 6 by 7 by lln .. The second ·sc:lntUlator • which determined the 

telescope ·aperture, wae 4 by 5 by 1 ln. and aubt:ended a solid angle of 0.05 sr at the 

target. •The first sCintillator was an anticoincidence counter which rejected all . . . 
. . .. 

counts due to. charged })articles incident upon the telescope • 

. The counter wae surrounded. by 4 in. of lead, except for a 4· by 4• by 4· ln .. 
> 

beryllium entrance window through which the counter telescope viewed the target. 
. . ... o· . . . ·'· . . 

The beryllium attenu-~ted the. v decay photons by approximately 15%, and ita thickness 

· exeeeded the range. of 1 00-Mev ch~rged plone •. The beryllium also reduced the number 

of low·energy electrons reaching the countera. ·.A 1/2-lnch-thlck aluminum absorber 

was located between scintillator a No. 2 and No.~ to .restrict further the response 

of the teletcope to lo~·energy electrons. 

Each scintillator wae viewed through a 3.5-ln .• -long lucite light pipe hi order 

to achieve a light-collection efficiency that was u.-alform to within ZO% over the 

entire volume of the. scintillator. 
0 . '. . . 

To show that photons from 'If. decay were being detected, the counting rate 

of the photon telescope was.meaeured as a function of brems_strahlung quantum· 

limit energy and of tb.e thickness of the lead converter. The lead transition curve 

(see Fig: Z) fits the expected cu~~rve very well and yields a maaa-abaorption coef

ficient of 0.09 cm2 /g, which is in agreement withsthe absorption coefficient of 100· 
. . 

Mev photons in l~ad. The z~ro point on tbci~t;ansition c~rve ls eatimated o~ the 

basis of the pair conversion due to the first ec:lntillator. 

The meson target was removed, and the counting rate fell by a factor of 80. 

When the bremsstrahlung quantum:.limit energy was decreased, the counting rate . . . . 

decreased in accordance with the excitation function for neutral pions, 'and when the 

quantum•limit energy was lowered below threshold, the yields were zero within 

atatlitical error. 
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The. yield of d~cay photons was obaerved at three laboratory angles ae a . ~ . . 

,; . 
!U:ncdon <if the atomic wei;M for a series o1 target• and also as a function of the 

. --·. '· ., . . . 

quantum-limit energy, kmax' ot: the synchrotron_ (flve euch enel'giea were u~ed) . 

. . The energy kmax was. determined by· mea11udng t~e ~igh•energy end o! the tu.·em• .. 

strablung ep•etr•m wtth- a h~gh-reiJulutton three:..~bannel-palr •p~ctrometer. Thia 

lnstruD'lent. augme-nted the thin-wall precollhnator monitor chatDbitr and the Cornell 

•• t~at~k~wall monUor chamber in aasurlng ~tablllty of. aynchrotro_ti Ol)eratton. 

· ·The dletrlbutlon ol beam in ·.time was monitored by a acintlllator placed. 
. . 

.. . . 

along the beam center line. The 4uratlon.o! the ~ea~ was approxlmately 1 maec, 
... ;. . . . . ··. 

cent:ere4 at the -peak magnetle ·field of the synchrotron. The energy apr~ad. of the 
. ·' 

t electrons striking the tal' get w.ae less than 1% due to the apread ln time ·of the electrons 

atrlldng the synchrotron lnttrnai target. 

Data were taken w"tth the lead converter in place ln th6 adntillation tele-
~ . . . . . . . ~ 

scope as well'.as with lt removed; t~e ~ntlng rate due to photona_ is given by the 

:r dU'ler.ence of these two oluerved rattea. · The net counting r~te was negllgtbly amall 

when die quantUm-limit energy o£ the synchrotron bremsstrahlung waa below the 

p:0 tbreabold. · The aceldeiital counting rate waa held. below 1% on all T~na by limlt· 
' ' . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

ing *he synchrotron ~eam intensity. 

A block diagram of the electronies ll!l ehown b~ Fig. 3. A minlnium-lonizing 

particle passing through_ a scintillator gave a 1-v. negative .pulse into a 115-ohm 

cable. The puleee were ampUlied and 1tmited in Hewlett•Pac:kard 460 wid.e·band 

amplifiers, and were then fed into a dietrib~ted trlple-eotnclc!enc:e circuit equipped 

· . ·wtth a single anticoincidence input fo:r the antieoincldetaee a_cintlllatot- signal. 

A(~, 3, CereRkev) c·ou~t signllled that a photon converted into charged particles 

ln the lead c~ver!er and the charged particle a passed through the eou.nter t~leaeope. If 
. . 

a charged particle from the target passed througli the entire telescope. the algnal from i '·d~ ft 

the tiret (or anti) seintillator electronically cancelled the eoinctdence ... circuit output. 

Counting rate plateaus were plotted vereus phototu})e voltage. They extended 

ov.~r aevera.l hundred. volta tor cosmic:: rays and were rechecked during the experiment 
.·. 

0 . . 
by use of electrons from ,.. decay gammas converting in the beryllium. window. 
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Acc-idental counts were held to a small fraction _of the real counts through 

the use of closely fitting m.achined lead bricks to shield the counter. and b_y the 

reduction of the charged-particle flux with the 4-in. -thick beryllium window. All 

amplifiers .and coinc~dence circuits were temperature-c.ontrolled and obtained their 

power from regulated 11 ~-v source• to insure stability. 

'•' 
IV. TAROET CORRECTIONS 

If An upper llin~t of SX 10 .. 16 a_ec to the mean life for decay of the neutral pion 

assures that the neutral-pion decays _.were very near to the nuclei in which they were 

.~roduced .• ~ 9 The-principal corrections to the data account for the absorption of b~th 
. . ' ... 

incldentbremastrahlung and pion decay photons in the targets and vary between 10 
t . . . 

and· ZO%, depending upon the element in question. The uncertainties in these·photon-

absor.ption correction.• are 2CI/o for light ~dements, increasing to 3% for the heaviest 

elements. The corrected data and their accompanying errore are shown in Figs. 

~ 4, 5, and 6. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The validity of an application of the optical model to the photoproduction of 

neutral pions in complex nuclei can be tested by using the results of Francis and 

Watson. in which they show that the differential cross section for the production of 

photoplona exhibits t~e same dependence upon atomic number in complex nuclei aa 
. . . . . 17 . . . 
the pion total-absorption erose section in complex nuclei. In order to effe-ct thb 

.· . . . zo 
comparison. the various known experimental pi~n total absorption cross sections · 

at each of several incident pion ener_gies, were plotted as a function of ·lnA. Weighted 

least-squares fits of straight lines were made to the data at each pion energy , T ,... 

~ Some examples are 'shown in Fbg. 7. The fitted slope for each pion energy wae then 

, l plotted in Fig. 8 as a function of the "equivalent energy" of the br.em•st~ahlung, 
z .· . . . 

K = T'll' + .,.c , where K · is taken equal to the quantum limit energy oi the eq · eq 

bremsstrahlung beam. kmax· The smooth curve drawn between the points ln 
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·Fig. 8 then describes the dependence of the_ pion scattering upon A. It is to be 

compared with values_ of the slopes, n, of lines fitted' to relative erose sections . . ' . . . . - . 

for: c~rrect~d neutral;.plon p~oduction at ~arloue laboratory production angles 

_and for e_everal dlffere~t quantum·limit energltfs,.~kmax• of the inci·d.ent breme

s~rablu~g._ Table llfats t~e least-equaree values of . ~ and )./r 0 at laboratory 
·. ,,. 

-·· 
angles of 45, 90, and 13S deg for various value~ ,Cilf, ·T ,... Figures_.,., 5, and 6- ., 

show the least-fi!quares titted curves and their aesoclated errors.·. The, slope, n,_· 

of the pbotopion-.yield curves depends ·very weakly upon k - , eo that - . tnax 

k. = T + flCZ -.,;~. taken to ~e the proper value for the comparison with scat-max . 1r . . ,, · · 
-_ . . ' ' - ~-· - . - 0 _- . 

tered pl~na of kinetic energy T ~·r, The excitation function for 'If .. production 
11' . ' -·· . 

from a given e_lement is not eitnp1y related to the relativ~ ylelds at a given angle. 

The efficiency of the photon counter change1l>y approximately 50~~r- the photon 
. - - . . - . 0 - . 

energy range, and the uncertain~y in the 11' angular d:iltrlbutiona reflect sufficient 
' . 0 ., . . . . . . . . 

uncez:tainty in the lr · decay ·spectra at an_y given obe"rvation angle .that no attempt · 

was made to extract an e:Xcitation function from the data. 

' In order to compare these various data over the complete energy range 
. . 

·-- under discussion, the elopes of the straight line• fitt-ed to the. _,..o yield curves 

in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 are shown plotted versus k for laboratory angle~ o! 4.5, 
_ . . _ . : max . . .. . 

90, and 135 deg in Figs. 9, 10, and 11_. ·Superimposed upon these points is the 
. . 

curve ·giving the corresponding slop~ ·for pion· scattering data in Fig. 8. It is 

· seen that the ag:;eement is reasonable for. angles of 135 and 90 deg .. 

The 45-deg yield data show mllrked dlsag~eement with the pion-scattering 

data. It is concluded that the validity of the optical m'odel as applied to neutral 

photo~lon production at large angles is borne out by the 90- and 13·s .. deg data. 

The w0 yields at 45 deg in the laboratory system are considerably greater than 

would be expected from the optica1·model comparison ·with pion scattering. The 
. ·, . 

optical-model considerations -are not sufficient then to account for this forward 

1r
0 -production data. The enhanced yield at 45 deg is due to coherent production, 
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that process whi.ch involves the nucleus recoiling as;,a whole in its ground state .• ' 
0 . . . -. . 

The ·coherent ,r .. production amplitUde is given by the sum of partial amplitudes 

from all nucleons in the nucleus. )ts contribution '.to the total production erose 
. . . .· z .·. •, . . . . .. . .. 

section varies with A , .. and the iuigular distribution is sharply peaked near the 

forward direction. The data do ·not include suftlclently complete angular distribu

tio~a to observe quantitative details of tlie coherent prOduction.: 

In the ettempt to estimate the absorption mean free path of·neutral pions in 

t'luclear matter, the optical-model calculations of Brueckner, Serber, _and W:ateon 6 
-~· . . . . 

. 0 ·. . .. 
we%'-e applied to the 90~ and 135-deg ,r yields. The yield per nucl~on ia the pr-oduct 

of the probability of a n~cleon's producing a pion and the probability of the pion's 

.; eecaping the nucleus. .Brueckner et al. have averaged over the nucle~r. voiume the 
... ' - . . . 

probability that a pion will· esc$pe the nucleus it its production probability is assumed 

· con~tant throughout the nuc:l.eus. 6 The probability of escape iE» ·given by 

f(A, ).) = 3 [.t;z x - l/x3 + l/x3 
.(1 • x)e -x 1. 

~ . ' 

1/3 . 
where x = ZR/~. · Here we have the nuclear radius R "" r 0 A . , and ).. i~ the pion 

mean free path in huclear matter. For 50-Mev neutral pions the mean free path 

for pion-nucleon scatteri~g within nuclear matter .. (inelu~iing charge exchange) ie 

estimated to b.e lZ r 0 , and the scattering mean free path increases with decreas

ing pion energy. Since the mean free path for scattering is large compared _with 

x, the-~ ls just the mean free path for absorption, and the yield per _nucleon is 

then proportional to the es.cape probability f(A, )\.). 
. 0 . . . 

Values for the"'· mean free path we:re derived from the data for each energy z.nd 

in:il:blaborf;tomglari~mby micldng a weeghted least-squares fit of the function f(A, X) to 

the data.. figures 4, 5,. and 6 compare the .fitted functions wi~h'' the data points. 

The derived values of~ for all c:a8es are given in Table I with their errors from 
. . ·. ' ' ·-· 

the least- squares analysis. 

The values of~ derived £rom this experim~nt at 90 _and 135 deg are in 

reasonable agreement wit~ t~oee obtained by lmho£8 from the photoproduction 
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of pos.itive pions from complex nuclei. These values are abo in reasonable 

' . 11 . 10 agreement with the values ob-~alned by Stork and by Tenney and Tinlot from 

analysis of charged-pion scattering on complex nuclei. Ffgure 1 Z compares tlte 

resulta of .this experiment with 11'
0 optical-model predictions corrected for pi~n 

. - . . . 21 
ecatterlng within the nuclear ~edium as proposed by Frank, Gammel, and Watson, 

and corrected b~ Watson and Zeinach22 for more-accurate nue-lear•radiua measure

ments. The potentials of Frank, Oammel, and Wateon have been used to relate 

the pi~n energy within the nucleus to its labOratory en~ergy after pa.elng thrOUJb 
· . · Zl · 0 
the n-uclear surface. . These potentials are for charged pions: w mean free 

path8 are expected to be twice that for _the correspe>nding eharged .. pion case if it is 

assumed that pion capture occura on virtual deuteron• in tb·e nucleus. The processes . . - . -

. . . +· ' . 0 ' . ' '. 23 
· inverse to capture are p + p- w _+ d, and n + p- 'It'. + d; the charged cross section 

h.the grea_ter by a factC:;r of Z. Accordingly, the calculated charged~pion mean 

free paths have been doubled for presentation in Fig. 12 .. The optlc~l-model pre-
17 . .. . . . . . . . . ... ·. . 

dictions and these experimental results are in quite general agreez;nent. lnclud-
,., 

lng our derived mean free pathe, which have quite large etatlstic:al errore. --

•• 

t 
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Table I .. Least-squares fitted values of n and >../r0 f:lt laboratory angles of 45, 90,, and l35 deg for 
* . . 

various pion energies 
-------~-~--------~~- ------- -----

e 

Quantum· " ! . j-· . Pion .limit 45 deg 

I 
90 deg -, · 135 deg _ - .. _ Run 

nergy energy 

I 
' . r--·--'"'·---- ----;;-:----.. ·---------~~/'r ~-~--~-. ·--No. 

(Mev) · (Mev) n >../~~ n . x/r0 I I ' . 
,, . I 
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Fi:GVltE LEGENDS· 

Fig. ··1. Schematic diagr.am of the experimental setup. 

UCRL-9465 

Fig. z. Transitio~ curve for the lead conve·rter in the counter telescope. 

Fig. 3~. Block diag~am of the electronics. 

· Ftg·. 4. 

. Fig. 5. 

Relative 1r
0 

yield!.!. mass number at 45 deg (lab). 
·. . 0 

Relative fr yield!!. mass number at 90 deg (lab) . 

0 . . . . 
. Fig. 6. Relative 1t yield!.!. maes number at 135 deg (lab) .. 

Fig• 7. Pion total-abso~ptlon c~os• sections for various nuclei and pion energies. 

The straight lines are least-squares fitted to the dat,. · Their slopes and errors 

are shown . 

. Fig. 8~ Slope of the pi'on ·absorption with respect to lrta!SiSiriu~.tt"·-t!.!. the equiv~lent 

· peak en.ergy of the bremsstrahlung. 

Fig. 9~ Slope of the 1r
0 yield with ~espect to fti:aisJSi.n\Hllrli)§lrt at 45 deg (lab). vs the 

. . . ' -
peak energy of the bremsstrahl~ng. The dotted line c.orr.esponds to the solid · 

-line of Fig. 8-. · 

Fig. 10. Slope of the 11'
0 yield with respect to a:ita:c:rs.mu~q~ at 90 deg (lab)~ the 

peak energy of the bremsstrahlung. The dott.ed line corresponds to the so~id 

curve of Fig .. 8. 
. ' 0 . . ' . . 

Fig. 11 .. Slope of the .'~~' yield with respect to atomic weight at 135 deg (lab).!! 

the peak energy of the bremsstrahlung. The dotted line corresponds to the 

solid curve of Fig. 8, 

Fig. 1-Z. Mean free pa~h of a neutral pion in nuclear ~atter.!! pion energy. The 

curves are those of Frank; Oammel, and Watson, and of Watson and Zemach 
', 

corrected for neutral pions. 
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